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Hydrodynamic forces on a cylinder oscillating horizon-

tally underwater with its axis perpendicular to the motion

were measured at the Oregon State University Wave Research

Facility. The cylinder had an outer diameter of 12 inches

and a length of 12 feet. For the data presented herein, the

maximum displacement of the motion of the cylinder ranged

from 20 feet to 5 feet. The range of proximity of a near-

by plane boundary, e/D, was from 0.083 to 6.0. The so call-

ed "drag", and "added mass" coefficients are calculated

first by the "maximum value" method, and then by the "least

square" method as described herein. The detail and develop-

ment of the equations for the least-square method are also

shown. For the majority of the test runs, the force coeffi-

cients obtained by the use of the least-square method are

higher than those obtained by the maximum value method. The



drag and added mass coefficients are found to be Reynolds

number dependent. There is good agreement on the result of

the drag coefficient with other investigators' results; but

there is some deviation on the results of the added mass co-

efficients. The presence of a near-by plane boundary inten-

sifies the wake effect and the potential flow effect and re-

sults in higher values of drag coefficients and added mass

coefficients. As the amplitude of the cylinder motion de-

creases (from 20 feet to 5 feet), the value of the force co-

efficients increase.
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NOMENCLATURE

A/D = Wake parameter; ratio of maximum horizontal dis-

placement to cylinder diameter

C
d

= Drag coefficient

C
I

= Inertia coefficient

CL
= Lift coefficient

Cm = Added mass coefficient

Cmax = Maximum-force coefficient

Diameter of the cylinder

e/D = Ratio of distance between plane boundary and

cylinder surface to the cylinder diameter

F
a

= Activating force needed to accelerate the body

in fluid

F
d

= Drag force, or the in-line force due to the wake

effect

F
f

= Fluid dynamic force

FH
= In-line force

Hm
= Measured maximum in-line force

F
L

= Theoretical transverse force

Lm
= Measured maximum transverse force

Fm
Added mass force, or the in-line force due to the

potential flow effect

Fmax = Maximum in-line force experienced by the cylinder

FV = Measured transverse force

g = Acceleration due to the gravitational force



L = Length of the cylinder

The total mass of the test section of the cylinder

and the water inside the test section

m = Mass of the body

n = Unit normal vector

P = Fluid pressure around the body

Re = Reynolds number

T = Period of the motion of the cylinder

Time

Velocity of the cylinder

U = Acceleration of the cylinder

= Volume of the body

max = Maximum velocity of the cylinder

Error between the measured and the predicted value

Circulation around the body

0 = Phase-lag between the in-line force and the

velocity of the cylinder

? = Mass density of water

= angular displacement of the cylinder

V = Angle in radians measured counter-clockwise from

the x-axis



LARGE DISPLACEMENT, HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER

OSCILLATING CYLINDER

I INTRODUCTION

Increased demand for off-shore structure leads to in-

creased demand for reliable information on structural de-

sign. The circular cylinder, with its simple geometrical

configuration--symmetrical about its axis, regardless of the

flow direction-- is a very common structural member, and is

particularly used for submerged pipelines. The flow condi-

tions around a cylinder are not as simple as its geometrical

configuration.

However, hydrodynamic forces on a submerged cylinder

can be predicted by experimental and analytical methods.

Experimental methods are necessary when the wake effect is

significant. Basically, measurements can be of two types;

controlled laboratory measurements and field measurements.

Laboratory experiments make it possible to control the vari-

ables carefully and to study each variable individually.

The controlled laboratory experiment is able to cover a wide

and continuous range of conditions and, when properly co-

ordinated with a field experiment, can be ideal in generat-,

ing a desired model solution.

This thesis describes an experiment which is concerned

mainly with the hydrodynamic forces on an oscillating cylin-
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der at high Reynolds number and near a plane boundary. The

experiment was conducted at the Oregon State University wave

Research Facility. A horizontal cylinder was forced to os-

cillate underwater with its axis perpendicular to the direc-

tion of motion (16). The frequency and amplitude of the cy-

linder were varied individually, so as to study the effects

of Reynolds number and the Keulegan-Carpenter period para-

meter, respectively. Furthermore, the effect of the proxi-

mity of a near-by plane boundary was also measured.

The experimental data were recorded on a visicorder and

also on digital magnetic tape. The maximum value method,

which assumes zero phase-lag between the wake effect and the

velocity of the cylinder was used to evaluate the data stor-

ed on the visicorder (16). The data on the digital magnetic

tape was evaluated by the least-square method (2,13). The

least-square method is concerned with the minimization of

the square of the total error between the predicted forces

and the measured forces. The maximum value method is much

simpler to use; but the use of the values of the so-called

"drag" and "added mass" coefficients determined by the maxi-

mum value method may not be as safe as the use of the values

determined by the least-square method.

There are few well-developed theories which predict the

wave forces on a submerged cylinder near a plane boundary.

Much research has been done in the past to investigate this

problem by experimental methods, in the field (3,4), or in
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controlled laboratory environments (2,13,16). It is hoped

that this thesis will contribute to this complex problem.

The emphasis of this thesis is:

1) To present data for the high Reynolds number oscillat-

ory flow;

2) To compare the least-square values of the coefficients

for the drag, added mass and lift, against those obtained by

the maximum value method that was published earlier(16) and

3) To examine the influence of a near-by plane boundary

on the derived coefficients.
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II THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Hydrodynamic forces on a submerged cylinder in

steady flow

According to potential flow theory, a submerged cylin-

der moving through a still infinite fluid medium of constant

density with constant velocity will experience no resistance

to motion (11); there will be no boundary layer and no wake

will be formed. If the flow is unbounded except for the

boundary of the submerged cylinder, there would be no circu-

lation around the cylinder and, no net force would exist

perpendicular to the flow. However, the viscosity effect of

the fluid changes the flow pattern of the fluid around the

cylinder; the fluid separates from the cylinder and a wake

is formed. The stagnation pressure on the leading surface

of the cylinder, and the low intensity of pressure in the

wake region produces a resultant force which opposes the mo-

tion of the cylinder. This resultant force is called the

drag force, or the wake force.

The proximity of a near-by plane boundary will also al-

ter the flow condition for both the potential flow and wake

flow. The potential flow effects from the boundary, as well

as the unsymmetrical vortex development will induce trans-

verse forces on the cylinder. This transverse force is some-

times called the lift force. Transverse forces can also re-

sult from vortex shedding in an infinite fluid medium.
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Hydrodynamic forces on a submerged oscillating

cylinder

Fluid forces on a submerged cylinder in incompressible

oscillatory flow can sometimes be simulated by forcing the

cylinder to oscillate in still fluid. The fluid mechanics

of a body accelerating through the still fluid is kinematic-

ally the same, relative to the body, as the fluid accelerat-

ing past a fixed body with uniform flow, as long as the

fluid stays incompressible. The only difference in the force

exerted on the body results from the pressure gradient from

the fluid accelerating past the fixed body. The pressure

gradient force is equal to the product of the displaced

fluid mass and the fluid acceleration.

For a body accelerating through a still fluid, accord-

ing to Newton's second law of motion,

dU
(1 )

where F is the total force required to keep the body in mo-

tion, m is the mass of the body, and U is the velocity of

the body. The overbar indicates vector notation.

The term on the left consists of two kinds of forces:

the activating forces needed to accelerate the body through

the fluid, F
a, and the fluid dynamic forces, F

f
exerted on

the surface of the body. Thus, equation (1) can be rewritt-



en as:

F + md7 (2)
a f UT

The term L. opposes 7abecause the hydrodynamic forces gen-

erally act in the opposite direction to the acceleration as

shown in Figure 1.

When the surface shear stresses are negligible, the

fluid dynamic forces can be represented by the equation:

Ff -PAS ( 3 )

6

where P is the fluid pressure exerted on the surface of the

body, and 7 is the unit normal vector, directed away from

the surface. In the case of a cylinder, one can express the

fluid dynamic force in the x-direction in cylindrical co-

ordinates as:

Ffx
= -c4costildtpdz

I0
(4)

where Q is the angle measured counter-clockwise from the x-

axis, and D is the diameter of the cylinder, as shown in

Figure 2.

For potential flow, one can colve for the pressure dis-

tribution that constitutes F
f

(6). The resultant force for

a body accelerating in a still fluid is:

7f. cmy;47 (5)

where is the volume occupied by the body, Cm is the added
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direction of motion----}

transverse force

Fig. 1 Forces on a cylinder

direction of motion

in-line forces

Fig. 2 Coordinate system of the cylinder
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mass coefficient, and y is the density of the fluid.

In the case of a cylinder, Cm has a value of 1.0; but

for a body with a different shape, Cm might have a differ-

ent value. For a sphere, the value of Cm is 0.5.

Thus, the potential flow force on a single cylinder

accelerating through an other-wise still fluid infinite in

extent, is

7f= cmS42
2

g. ( 6 )

where L is the length of the cylinder.

When the fluid accelerates past a fixed body, the added

mass coefficient in equation (6) is replaced by an inertia

coefficient which is defined as CI= 1 + Cm, where the 1
ac-

counts for the pressure gradient.

Replacing the fluid dynamic force term in equation (2)

with equation (6), one will get:

or,

dU dU
mT7

T'a= (3Cm + m) cif-1-

dt

(7)

(8)

The term (TC2-+ m)is sometimes called the virtual

mass as it is this apparent "total mass" that the activat..

ing force will encounter.

As pointed out by Yamamoto et: al. (15), if the ratio

of the amplitude of the water particle displacement to the
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cylinder diameter is larger than 1.5, the boundary layer

will separate from the cylinder surface and a significant

wake is formed. The wake due to vortex shedding alters the

flow field from predominantly potential flow to predominant-

ly wake flow and results in an in-line force opposing the

motion of the cylinder. For a pronounced wake condition,

potential flow theory can no longer completely predict the

hydrodynamic forces on the cylinder, and the drag and added

mass coefficients must be determined experimentally.

The force on a cylinder is due to the sum of the wake

effect and the potential flow effect. Morison et.al. were

the first to derive their widely used equation to predict

the forces on a cylinder for design engineers. The in-line

hydrodynamic force on an oscillating horizontal cylinder is

thus given as:

or,

Fm + Fd (9)

D dU2

FR cmy4n + iodynului (10)

where F
d

is the force from the wake effect, Fm is the force

from the potential flow effects, and Cd is the drag coeffic-

ient.

Part of the wake effect is from the vortex formation

behind the cylinder which induces a force perpendicular to

the direction of the ambient flow. That which is due to
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vortex shedding may be given by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem

(7) as:

FL UL

where F
L

is the transverse force, and r is the circulation

around the cylinder.

Transverse forces can also be caused by potential flow

effects due to the proximity of a near-by boundary (9,15) or

from unsymmetrical wake formation, also due to the near-by

boundary (9). Usually, the lift coefficient is given as:

F
L

CL -
i1U

2
DL

where CL is the lift coefficient.

Least Square Method

(12)

Other researchers have applied the least square method

to the Morison equation to solve for the drag, and added

mass (or inertia) coefficients (2,13). It is intended to

show here the development of the equations for the least-

square method.

Usually the acceleration, and the horizontal and verti-

cal forces of the test body are measured separately (2,13,

16). The measured total horizontal hydrodynamic force is

the sum of the wake effect and the potential flow effect;

and the error, E,, between the measurements and the theory,

( 1 3 )
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The least-square method for determining the force co-

efficients consists of the minimization of the square of

the error between the measured and the predicted forces for

at least one complete cycle of motion. Rearranging the pre-

vious equation and squaring both sides, one would obtain:

or

,2=
H Fd Fm)2 (1 4 )

_2= FH2 + Id+ Fm- 2FHFm- 2FHFd+ 2FmFd (15)

One can obtain a total squared error by integrating

equation (15) with respect to time, over one complete cycle

of the motion of the cylinder. The equation becomes:

.T T T T /3

E_Fdt = F2dt +Pdt 4m F2dt - 2 F
H
F
mdt - 2 F Fd

dt
6 o

H
o
d

o Jo 0

+ +
d
Fmdt (16)

c

This equation is a function of Cd and Cm;

E2dt = f(C
d'

Cm ) ( 17 )

Taking the derivative of equation (16) with respect to

Cd, and setting the result to zero, one will minimize the

square of the total error between the predicted and the mea-

sured forces:

T

`7
f(C,,,Cm) = E dt = 0 (18)

d



Substituting Equations 10 and 16 into Equation 18:

7

dC12dt =
e2D2 2

d 0

= o
0

4 dt -p*HU
o

(19)

Udt + M3y2cmL2 UUUdt
0

12

Using the same procedure but taking the derivative with

respect to Cm, one obtains:

T T 7
d f 2 1, 2 i2Ta....dt=7)12 D4 I'2Lc Udt - -i11D2LFIF Udt

m o
m 0 0 H

7
1- 2

+
3y L 2

CdlUlUlUdt
0

= 0 (20)

Thus, one obtains two simultaneous equations with Cd

and Cm as the two unknown variables;

DL) U'A dt

-2fD2LlUUUdt
0

I

* j iD2LJUJUdt
0

T

krAT2Lcc2dt

Cd

Cm

rT

FHA

-r

HUdt

(21 )

The instantaneous value of the velocity of the body can

be obtained by integrating the acceleration of the body with

respect to time;
T

U = jUdt
0

(22)

where U is zero at t=0. Finally, one solves for Cd and Cm;

T 7
Fr

T
fe

2JFHUiUldtedt - 21cUlUOdttFHT1dt
C
d

0 (23)
?DLOTs T 4 T 2..

U
2dtiU dt - (1 Ul Ul Udt )

0
0 o



and
7

jo Udt1-U4dt -fF Ul Ul dtjU I U Udt

Cm TD24L2dtib4dt ( (b u Udt )2]
0 J0 Jo

(24)

13

Setting up the equations the same way as before but us-

ing the transverse force measurements of the cylinder;

kV
FL (25 )

where FV
is the measured transverse force and F

L
is the

theoretical transverse force. Thus, one can solve for the

lift coefficient;

. F2 + -2
L

-
V

2FVFL
(26)

T 7 I

Jo

i

E"-dt = f(CL) =f4dt 4F2dt 21F
V
F

I,
dt

0 0

-1- T
1,2 r-n2ljt4U dt - Cip4F,Ut Ul dt (27)
'41_, -

0
J 0 v

--r

d .... 1,,2-2_21-4
-f(CT)- u. D li U dt PLJFvUlUldt = 0 (28)

dC
L jj 0

J

T

2tFvU2dt
C - (29)
L )1'4

c-TL U dt
J o

Maximum Value Method

The maximum value method applied to the oscillating

cylinder experiment utilizes the following assumptions: the

drag force is zero when the velocity of the cylinder is
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zero and it is maximum when the velocity of the cylinder is

maximum. At that time, the acceleration of the cylinder is

zero, and the added mass force is maximum when the velocity

of the cylinder is zero. Thus, for harmonic motion, it is

assumed that the drag force is maximum when the added mass

force is zero and the drag force is zero when the added mass

force is maximum.

The maximum value method is simple to use. One needs

to know only the maximum peak value of the velocity and ac-

celeration of the cylinder, and the corresponding horizontal

and transverse forces of the cylinder at that instant. The

coefficients are given as:

C
d

-
2dDLUmax

FH
(t

1
)

F
H
(t

2
)

Cm -
2

ITT LUmax

(30)

(31)

where t
1
is the time at which the velocity of the cylinder

is at the maximum, Umax; and t2 is the time at which the

acceleration of the cylinder is at its maximum, Umax. The

lift coefficient, CL is defined from the maximum transverse

force of the cylinder as:

F

CLL
-ffpLU2

Lm

where FLm
is the maximum transverse force.

( 3 2 )
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As mentioned before, the transverse force depends on

the circulation around the cylinder from the vortex shed-

ding, and the complicated interaction between the potential

flow effect and wake asymmetry when the fluid flow is in-

fluenced by a plane boundary near the oscillating cylinder.

The maximum transverse force does not necessarily occur at

the instant when the horizontal velocity of the cylinder is

maximum. There may be a small phase shift between the tran-

averse force and the horizontal velocity of the cylinder.

The added mass force is always in phase with the accel-

eration of the cylinder. Thus, when the acceleration of the

cylinder is zero, the added mass force is also zero. At this

instant, the velocity of the cylinder will be maximum for

harmonic motion; there will be only drag force and no temp-

oral inertia component acting on the cylinder.

There is a phase-lag between the in-line wake force and

the horizontal velocity of the cylinder. Thus, when the po-

tential flow effect is at its maximum at the maximum accel-

eration of the cylinder, the wake component still possesses

some value, instead of zero as the theory assumes. Though it

is possible, there is no easy way to separate the drag com-

ponent from the inertia component (10). This phase-lag may

cause error in the evaluation of the added mass coefficient.

The Maximum Force Coefficient Method

In most experiments, the required force coefficients
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are evaluated from the Morison equation. The Morison equa-

tion predicts the force, as a function of time, due to the

wake effect and the potential flow effect. For a wake eff-

ect predominant case, the force, as a function of time, pre-

dicted by the Morison equation is a function of the square

of the ambient velocity. For a potential flow effect pre-

dominant case, the force, as a function of time, predicted

by the Morison equation is a function of the acceleration of

the ambient. In general, the maximum hydrodynamic forces on

the submerged cylinder, Film, is a vector sum of both the

wake effect and the potential flow effect as shown in Figure

3. This maximum hydrodynamic force does not occur at the

instant of maximum velocity of the cylinder or maximum ac-

celeration of the cylinder. In most cases, the maximum hy-

drodynamic forces experienced by the cylinder is considera-

bly higher than either the wake force or the potential flow

force alone.

Grace, et.al., tried to predict the maximum hydrodyna-

mic force on the submerged cylinder with a different appro-

ach (4). Instead of separating the wake effect and the po-

tential flow effect and evaluating each coefficient individ-

ually, Grace, et.al., used a different equation to evaluate

the force coefficient;

max 1
-2-DLUmwpmaxl

(33)



Cylinder
displacement

X(t)

Potential flow
force, Fm(t)

Force from wake
effect, F

d
(t)

FH
(t)

Fm(t) Fd(t)

17

Fig.3 In-line forces on an oscillating cylinder under
the assumption of Morrison equation
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where Cmax
is the maximum-force coefficient and FH

is the

maximum in-line hydrodynamic force experienced by the cylin-

der as shown in Figure 4. This equation will not separate

the wake effect and the potential flow effect, but it will

predict the maximum hydrodynamic force experienced by the

cylinder. Equation (33) gives only the value for the maxi-

mum force on the cylinder. It does not say when the max-

imum force will occur and what kind of phase-relation the

maximum force has, with respect to the ambient flow. In

general, there is a phase-lag between the maximum in-line

hydrodynamic force and the maximum ambient velocity, except

when the force is due to the potential flow effect alone.

Although the theoretical force predicted by Equation (33)

can be periodic, it can never be harmonic; even when the

wake effect may be negligible.

Comparison Between the Three Methods

For a sinusoidal motion, where

U(t) = Umaxcose (34)

Equations (23) and (24) can be greatly simplified (12):

21T

-8)-11H
cosecosedO

C
d

-

31spLUI2max

(35)



Cylinder dis-
placement,X(t)

In-line force
FH (t) for

fully wake de-
pendent con-
ditions

19

Fig.4 In-line force on an oscillating cylinder under

Grace's auuumption



where

911

2TUmax F sine
Cm

D

de
DL,;)?DU

2

max

e

(36)

(37)

20

and T is the period of motion of the cylinder.

For a wake effect predominant case, the in-line force

acting on the cylinder can be approximated by:

FH(0) = FHm
cos(e - 0)1cos(0 - (38)

where 0 is the phase-lag between the in-line forces and the

ambient velocity and it is a constant with respect to time;

F
Hm

is the maximum in-line forces (Fig.3). Thus, Equation

(35) can be rewritten as:

-32F .cos
2
(0 - 0)cosAlcos01 de

Hm
C
d 3,$)DLu

2
max

(39)

Utilizing the addition rule for trignometric functions,

Equation (39) becomes:

_51

-32FE
,(cosOcos04-sinesin0)

2
coselcoselde

m
Cd

3
5

pLUmax
(40)

The value of drag coefficient thus evaluated will be a

function of 0, the phase-lag. For the wake effect predomin-

ant case and assuming there is no phase-lag, Equation (40)



can be simplified to:

-32F j
lcos 2

ecosOlcosOlde
Cd

31TDLU
2

(41 )

21

Integrated over one complete cycle of motion of the cylind-

er, Equation (41) becomes:

Cd =
-32F [(;.E1 sin42e

3'icyDLUmax

+

sin432 O

Thus, the drag coefficient can be resolved as:

-1.0F
Jim

C
d 2

4DIAJmax

(42)

(43)

The negative sign is to indicate that the wake effect

is acting in the opposite direction to the velocity of the

cylinder. Comparing Equation (43) to Equation (30), one

will find that both equations give the same result. Thus,

for the wake effect predominant case, and assuming no phase

lag and the motion of the cylinder is harmonic, the value of

C
d

evaluated by the least-square method is the same as that

evaluated by the maximum value method.

It was shown in reference (10), that the phase-lag, p5,

might be as large as for some cases. Evaluating Cd for

such a case with Equation (40):
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a
2

-.32F cos4Ocos
2
95+sin

2
ecos

2°sn2
0+2cos3 iOsnecosOsinO)dei

Cd- 0

371TDLU
2

max

-32F
a

[(afsir14.2e l_sin40 a- 2 6
1.-

. )cos 0147, - sil'214eAm20
32

YETDLUL.c.. ° 0 ) 10

a
..(2co4s40 ~

)1cosOsin95] (44)
0

-32F
C - (4cos20 + ,16sin20 + -L-cospsin0)

2d -
3 n pLUmax

Taking equal to a
'

Equation (43) becomes:
4

-32F
Cd - 21m + + 24)

37yDLUmax

-1.091F
LIM

C
d -iymu

2

max

(45)

(46)

(cos2 function, f6 = 1) (47)

Thus, the value of C
d

evaluated by the least-square

method can depend on the value of the phase-lag between the

in-line forces and the velocity of the ambient flow. When

comparing Equation (47) to Equation (30), one can see that

the least-square method can give a higher value of drag co-

efficient than the maximum value method.

The least-square method takes into account the instan-

taneous dynamic response of the cylinder; the maximum value

method only considers the peak value of the in-line force

acting on the cylinder. The value of the drag coefficient
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evaluated by the maximum value method stays the same despite

any change in the dynamic response of the cylinder, provid-

ing the magnitude of the peak value stays the same.

In order to estimate the difference in effect a forcing

function has on the results of the least-square method,

three different functions were used to substitute for the

one described by Equation (38). If the forcing function of

the in-line force approaches a sinusoid function (Fig.5) in-

stead of that described by Equation (38);

FH(e) = F cos(0 - 0) (48)

the value of C
d

evaluated by the least-square method will

be:

-1.13FHm
Cd

ipLUmax
(cos function, / = 0) (49)

For a triangular wave function (Fig.5),

2
FHm(1 - 78) o<eol

F
H
(e)

2
FHm

(-8 - 3)

(50)

(51)

the value of C
d
evaluated by the least-square method is:

llt

2-32)9-F (1 - --)cosOlcosOld0
C
d

(52)

37TIDLU
2

max
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Fig.5 Different kinds of dynamic responses used

in the comparison
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0 968FHm
d 4DLUmax

(triangular function) (53)

For a square-wave function, (Fig.5)

H
(0)

F
H

-F
Hm

0<eXa and 211(0<n
2

2
3i
2

(54)

(55)

the value of C
d
thus evaluated by the least-square method

is:

-32)Fcoselcoseld0
Cd 11-111

-3ApLUm2

-1.333F
Hm

C -
d 1 2

max

(56)

(square function) (57)
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Thus, the value of the drag coefficient evaluated by the

least-square method depends on the forcing function of the

in-line force and how closely the forcing function follows

the harmonic assumptions within the Morison equation. Com-

paring Equations (30) and (47), one can observe that, under

the assumptions of the Morison equation, the value of C
d

evaluated by the least-square method can be higher than that

evaluated by the maximum value method. Comparing Equation

(30) and Equation (43), one can observe that the assumption

of a constant drag coefficient through a complete cycle of

motion of the cylinder can be applied without serious error.
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The value given by the least-square method is a weighted

average value pivoted at the maximum velocity of the cylin-

der. The error due to the very low velocity at the begining

and the end of the cycle is small as shown in Equations (53)

and (57).

In the case where the wake effect is predominant, Equ-

ation (33) will give a force coefficient that would approach

the value of C d
given by the Morison equation, since both

coefficients are function of the square of the ambient vel-

ocity.

One can also examine the difference between the least-

square method and the maximum value method for the added

mass coefficient. With the assumption of sinusoidal motion

of the cylinder and nO phase-lag, Equation (24) can be simp-

lified and becomes:

P- A

SF sinedGicos'ede cos28dGicos2GsinGde
OH 0E1 .0

cm-
(58)

-1-71TD2LI.maxJ lin2ed(10S4ede ()4cos2esined0)2,1

Under the assumption of the Morison equation, for a po-

tential flow effect predominant case;

F
H
(8) = F

H
msinG

Equation (52) can be rewritten as:

Cm-

a

in
2 OdOJCos 4GdO FISos2

Gs
0

,

-14-1"-YD2LmaxPin2
Gd9)tos40d9

0

(59)

inedelcos 2 iesnGde

'11 2
9 (60)

(rcos esin0d9)1
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Thus, one can see that the value of Cm evaluated by the

least-square method is the same as that evaluated by the

maximum value method for a potential flow effect predominant

case with the assumptions of a sinusoidal motion of the cy-

linder and no phase-lag between the potential flow force and

the acceleration of the cylinder. If the forcing function

of the added mass force is not sinusoidal, the value of Cm

thus evaluated by the least-square method will also be dif-

ferent.

For a potential flow effect predominant case, the force

predicted by the Morison equation disagrees with that pre-

dicted by Equation (33). The in-line force due to the poten-

tial flow effect is a function of the acceleration of the am-

bient fow but the value of Cmax
predicted by Equation (33)

varies with the square of the ambient velocity.

Summary

It is clear that the least-square method can give a

higher value of force coefficient than that given by the

maximum value method. It is more conservative, for the de-

sign purpose, to use the value given by the least-square

method. Equation (33) gives a statistical analysis of the
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force from a simple calculation. The Morison equation is

more complicated to use but it can give a more descriptive

analysis of the force. When used together, they can provide

a good system for the analysis of the force on a cylinder.

The fact that Equations (30) and (43) give the same value,

under the ideal conditions, for the drag and added mass co-

efficients shows that the assumption of a constant force co-

efficient throughout a complete cycle of cylinder motion

does not lead to serious error.

Most research on oscillating forces on submerged cylin-

der has been done in the lower Reynolds number range and at

a smaller scale. However, in practical applications, the

Reynolds number may be beyond 105. It is generally believed

that large scale experiments can produce more realistic data

because large scale experiments can approximate actual con-

ditions more closely. Large scale in-field experiments may

produce good results, but they may not be economical to con-

duct and there is no control over the incoming wave. The

random nature of waves in the ocean makes reduction of data

into systematic information a difficult task.

Usually, the experiments of oscillating the fluid a-

round the cylinder are limited to the lower Reynolds number

range by the size of the oscillation generating system. For

waves, vertical velocity gradients within the fluid medium

will result in a non-uniform flow. In using a water tunnel

for oscillatory fluid experiments, the fluid is confined in
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the tunnel, and the blockage effect may affect the results.

In oscillating the cylinder, one can reach for much higher

values of Reynolds number and can also minimize most of the

deficits in the other methods. A problem here, however, is

to obtain smoothness of operation of the equipments.

As shown in references (13) and (14), the force co-

efficients for a circular cylinder depend on at least four

factors: The Reynolds number, the Keulegan-Carpenter period

parameter, the proximity of a plane boundary and the free

water surface. In this experiment, three of those four im-

portant factors--the Reynolds number, the Keulegan-Carpenter

period parameter and the proximity of a plane boundary--were

investigated. The water depth was kept constant throughout

the experiment (10). In reference (9), it was shown that,

for a small amplitude fo the oscillation of the cylinder, if

the distance from the free water surface to the cylinder is

aix times the cylinder diameter, the effect of the free wa-

ter surface can be neglected. In the present experiment,

this ratio was kept at 6. The range of Reynolds number co-

vered was from 105 to 1.4X106. The proximity ratio covered

was from 0.083 to 6.0.



III EXPERIMENTATION

Apparatus

Wave Research Facility
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Experiments for this study were conducted at the Oregon

State University Wave Research Facility from February 1976

to April 1976. The wave basin is 342 feet long, 12 feet

wide and is 15 feet deep at the test section. The basin is

equipped to conduct large scale investigations. At one end

of the basin is a flap-type wave board hinged at the bottom;

the board is activated by a 150 hp pump with an hydraulic

servomechanism (Fig.6). For this study, the wave board was

used to oscillate the test cylinder through a system of ca-

bles, pulleys, and sheaves (16) (Fig.7)

At the test section, four 12 feet square concrete slabs

were placed to provide the required false bottom configura-

tion and the proximity ratio. Each slab was rigidly secured

in place by heavy steel-angles bolted to the side walls of

the basin. The gaps betwen the four slabs were carefully

sealed with plywood and silicone rubber to prevent the up-

lift currents from below the false bottom to influence the

flow conditions.

Test Cylinder

The test cylinder (10), consisting of three sections of
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Fig. 6 OSU Wave Research Facility



Fig.7 Close-up of the sheaves Fig.8 Close-up of the end-plate
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aluminum tubes, (Fig.9) each twelve inches in diameter and a

quarter inch thick, was forced to oscillate in other-wise

still water with its axis perpendicular to the direction of

the motion. The middle section, the test section, was 31

inches in length. Adjacent to each end of the test section,

was a dummy section, each was 48 inches in length. This

configuration was designed to best approximate two dimen-

sional flow. Spacing between the test section and the dummy

section were kept to a minimum. A six inches outer-diameter

and quarter-inch thick galvanized steel tube was placed in-

side the cylinder along the center axis as rigid supports

for the dummy sections. An aluminum plate of half inch

thick and twelve inches by fifty-two inches was bolted to

each end of the cylinder. Two pillow blocks, each 44 inches

apart, were mounted at the mid-height position on the outer

side of each end-plate (Fig.8). The pillow blocks were to

keep the cylinder moving smoothly along the steel guide-

rails which were mounted on the side-walls of the basin, six

feet above the bottom.

Force Dynamometer

Two one-inch-diameter, 48 inches long aluminum rod were

machined to accomodate 16 Micro-measurements CEA-13-189-UW-

120 strain gages (Fig.10). The gages sense the deflections

of the test section of the cylinder as horizontal and verti-

cal displacements. Four pairs of gages were attached to the
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machined rod to sense the horizontal component of the dis-

placement, while the other four pairs sensed the vertical

component. Every two pairs of horizontal or vertical gages

were connected to form one complete Wheatstone circuit (Fig.

11,12). Thus, all the gages together formed two complete

horizontal and two complete vertical circuits. The strain

gages were water-proofed after the completion of the cir-

cuits. Only one of each kind was used to detect the force,

while the remaining pairs were to act as back-up circuits in

case the first two pairs failed to function properly. At

the middle of the test section and at the adjacent ends of

the dummy section, rigidly constructed boxes of half-inch

aluminum plate were fastened against the inside of the cy-

linder wall (Fig.13,14). The boxes inside the dummy section

were also bolted to the galvanized steel tube. The two ma-

chined rods were fastened rigidly to the boxes such that the

weight of the test section could act on the rods freely.

Output from the strain gages were conditioned and balanced

through a Honeywell Accudata 117 DC amplifier, and was re-

corded both on the Visicorder and on the magnetic tape thro-

ugh a PDP-11 mini-computer.

Accelerometer

A setra System model 114 linear acceleration transducer

was mounted on one of the end-plates of the cylinder. The

transducer produced a d.c. output signal proportional to the
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Fig. 11 Horizontal force dynamometer circuit

Fig. 12 Vertical force dynamometer circuit
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sensed acceleration.

The transducer was of variable-capacitance sensor type,

consisted of a one-piece thin stiff metal disc and flexures,

assembled between two fixed insulated metal electrode plates.

The motion of the seismic disc is proportional to the accel-

eration vector perpendicular to the plates. The transducer

also had built-in electronics, utilizing a special switching

type integrated circuit; it converted the changes of capaci-

tance due to the acceleration variations into a high level

d.c. output signal.

The transducer operated on 6V DC excitation voltages.

The output also recorded on the visicorder and on the mag-

netic tape through the PDP-11 computer. A special water-

proof housing was custom-designed to contain the accelero-

meter. The housing was a cylindrical box made of quarter

inch plasi-glass, two inches in diameter and three inches

long.

Experiment Set-up

The motion of the wave board was transmitted to the

test cylinder and amplified through a system of cables, pul-

leys, and sheaves. A dam was constructed to isolate the

body of water from the wave board so that the motion of the

wave board would not be transmitted to the water (Fig. 15).

Four cables--two on each side--with one end of the cables

anchored to the sheaves, ran from the smaller sheaves, th-
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rough a system of pulleys and anchored to the end-plates of

the cylinder. The cables were anchored to the sheaves in

order to avoid any slippages. The cables were pre-tensioned

by a system of springs and pulleys. The frequency and amp-

litude of the motion of the cylinder was controlled through

the control system of the wave board. The maximum displace-

ment of the motion of the cylinder was 20 feet. The cylinder

slided along on two guide rails, each 24 feet in length.

Those two rails were rigidly mounted on the side walls of

the wave basin, to provide the rigid support and path of mo-

tion for the test cylinder. The Reynolds number of the test

runs was calculated using the maximum velocity of the cylin-

der at that run. The motion of the cylinder approached that

of a sinusoid function. Water depth, which was 12 feet, and

the vertical position of the cylinder remained unchanged

throughout the whole experiment. The proximity ratio was

varied by the lifting the three concrete slabs to the pre-

determined height (Fig.16,17).

Calibration

The force dynamometer was calibrated both in air and in

water. Scaled weights were applied to the test section of

the cylinder through a low friction pulley system in the

horizontal and vertical directions.

Only the calibrations in water were used for the cal-

culation of the forces. The accelerometer was pre-calibrat-
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Fig. 16 Test cylinder with e/D = 0.25
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ed in factory at the 0.5g acceleration scale; where g is the

acceleration due to gravity. The dynamometer constants were

F
H

240 lb/calibration unit

Fv = 185 lb/calibration unit

Testing Procedure

Five amplitudes, in combination with eight different

frequencies were tested in this study. For those runs with

large displacements, e.g., a displacement of 20 feet, the

frequencies tested ranged from 0.0159Hz to 0.223 Hz. For

those runs with smaller cylinder displacement, only the low-

er frequencies were tested due to the high dynamic forces

involved in the motion generating system. Thus, there were

a combination of 29 runs as shown in Table 1 for each pro-

ximity ratio.

Each frequency was repeated for a different proximity

ratio, e/D, A total of five proximity values were investi-

gated; they ranged from 6.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, to 0.083. So

there were a combination of 145 runs.

The depth of water was 12 feet. The cylinder was 6

feet away from the bottom floor of the wave basin. The de-

sired proximity ratio was obtained by lifting the four con-

crete slabs close to or away from the cylinder. The maximum

cylinder displacement was obtained through the control system
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e/D = 0.5

Um

A

0 ft
'777

A ft ft ft
10 ft- 12 ft 14 ft

't sec sec sec sec sec sec

20 180 181 182 183 184 185 186

15 187 188 189 190 191 192

10 193 194 195

200

196 197

5 198 199 201

Table 1 Sample of scheduled run number for e/D = 0.5
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of the wave board. The frequencyof the cylinder motion was

equal to the frequency of the wave board.

With all the equipments and apparatus in position, the

wave generator was set to the pre-determined frequency and

span. The motion of the wave board was amplified and trans-

mitted to the cylinder. The cylinder oscillated horizontal-

ly along the two guide rails with its axis perpendicular to

the motion. The forces acting on the cylinder were sensed

by the strain gages as variations in resistance. The accel-

eration of the cylinder was sensed by the accelerometer as

the variation in capacitance. The generated data then were

recorded on the visicorder and on the magnetic tape. Due to

a time limitations, only the data from the proximity ratio

of 6, 1, and 0.083 were recorded on the magnetic tape.
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IV DATA ANALYSIS

The measurements of the in-line and transverse forces

and the acceleration of the cylinder were calibrated into

voltage, then recorded in digital form and stored on digital

manetic tape. Measurements were made every 0.01 second dur-

ing each test run, except for those with low frequency and

large displacement of the cylinder. For those runs, measure-

ments were made every 0.02 second. The measurements were

recorded in four channels, namely channels 1, 2, 3, and 4,

for the position, in-line forces, transverse force, and the

acceleration of the cylinder, respectively. The average

temperature of the water during the whole investigation was

about 10°C., with a deviation of i 2°C..

The experimental data were extracted from the magnetic

tape through the PDP-11 mini-computer. The print-out was in

digital form, and was in voltage. The print-out was first

calibrated back into its corresponding physical unit. The

calibration constants used throughout the experiment were

(Fig.18):

F
AT
= 185 lb/ 0.74 volts

F
H

= 240 lb/0.84 volts

32.2 ft/sec
2

U =
0.45 volts
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to filter out the noise-signal of the instruments utilizing

the moving average method. The moving average method re-

places the values at the point t by an average value of n

points with point t as the pivot point (Fig.19,20) (6);

F(t)
F(t-n)+ +F(t)+

2n + 1
+F(t-n)

(59)

For this investigation, n was arbitarily chosen to be 7.

After the smoothening process, Equations (23) and (24)

were used to evaluate the drag coefficient, Cd, and the add-

ed mass coefficient, Cm, respectively. The calculations

were broken down into several steps. First, the instantane-

ous velocity of the cylinder was obtained by integrating the

instantaneous value of the acceleration of the cylinder.

The trapezoidal rule was used to perform all the numerical

integration. The trapezoidal rule states that the area un-

der a curve can be approximated by fitting a series of in-

finitesmally small trapezoids under that curve, so long as

one knows the measurements of each individual trapezoid;

F(t) =
.. [F(t) + F(t+6t)]6,t

0
2

where n=T/6,t, and T is the period of the motion of the cy-

linder.

Applying the trapezoidal rule to Equation (22);
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u(t) (U(t) u(t+a)) (64)

where C is a constant. Then, Equation (23) and Equation (24)

were broken down into five parts:

AA = f;
H
IJdt (65)

7

BB = j'IJ4dt (66)

7

CC = JUIU0dt (67)

7

DD =
(T

ldt (68)
0

EE fIj2dt (69)

Thus, Equations (23) and (24) can be rewritten as:

d
2[(DD)(EE) - (CC) (AA)]

A'DII(EE)(BB)-(CC)2]

=
4[(AA)(BB) - (CC)(DD)]

m ylV-911[(EE)(BB)-(CC)2J

(70)

(71)

The results were tabulated and plotted on graph and

will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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V RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wake effect and the correlating parameters

The drag coefficients of the cylinder in this oscillat-

ing cylinder experiment are evaluated using Equation (23)

and the trapezoidal rule. The range of wake parameter, A/D,

covered is from 20 to 5. The results for the free-stream

condition, e/D = 6, are tabulated in Table 2. The results

of the drag coefficients are plotted in Figure 21. In gen-

eral, for the free-stream condition, the results for the

drag coefficients agree pretty well with other investigators'

(2,13). Within the range of the Reynolds number tested, the

value of the drag coefficients, Cd, decreases to a minimum

at the Reynolds number of 3X10
5 and then starts to increase

slowly with the Reynolds number.

There is a definite phase-lag between the drag force

and the cylinder velocity; but no measurements were made to

evaluate this phase-lag. As the maximum displacement of the

cylinder or the wake parameter, A/D, decreases, the value

of C
d

increases. The general trend of the curves stays the

same despite the change of the maximum displacement of the

cylinder.

The presence of a near-by plane boundary doesnot change

the general trend of the curves, but there is clear indica-

tion that the presence of a. near -by plane boundary will in-
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ii

run Tr-

frq.
(Hz)

vel.
(ft/sec

c
d

C'm
Cm= _

CY- 1.12m
173 0.0318 1.724 0.385 1.597 0.467

174 0.0637 3.824 0.261 1.563 0.473

175 0.0955 6.421 0.448 1.563 0.433

176 0.127 8.220 0.489 1.405 0.275

177 0.159 9.56 0.667 2.046 0.916

178 0.191 12.37 0.679 2.253 1.123

179 0.223 14.20 0.774 2.230 1.095

167 0.0424 1.980 0.328 1.620 0.490

168 0.0849 4.050 0.492 1.524 0.394

169 0.1273 5.875 0.496 1.702 0.572

170 0.170 8.230 0.603 1.921 0.79

171 0.212 10.54 0.681 2.152 1.022

172 0.255 12.18 0.777 2.297 1.16

162 0.0637 1.752 0.730 1.73 0.60

163 0.1273 4.042 0.535 1.634 0.510

164 0.191 6.287 0.546 1.820 0.69

165 0.255 7.829 0.661 2.040 0.91

166 0.318 9.872 0.724 2.323 1.19

158 0.1273 2.358 0.667 1.710 0.58

159 0.255 4.454 0.592 1.830 0.700
....

160 0.382 6.80 0.811 1.923 0.793

161 0.509 7.78 0.861 2.387 1.25

table 2 Results for the free-stream condition
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tensify the wake effect (Fig.22). This effect becomes sig-

nificant when the proximity ratio, e/D, is less than 1; the

value of the drag coefficient increases dramatically as the

proximity ratio approaches zero. The experiment results in-

dicate that the drag coefficient is a function of both the

wake parameter and the proximity of a plane boundary.

In reference (2), the author indicated that the drag

coefficient decreases with a decreasing value of the wake

parameter. The results of this experiment shows just the

opposite trend, which agrees with reference (13), the drag

coefficient decreases with increasing value of wake para-

meter.

Potential flow effect and correlating parameter

The added mass force experienced by the cylinder oscil-

lating in still fluid is due to the potential flow effect

and the inertia force of the total mass of the cylinder.

Thus, a modified version of the Equation (71) is needed to

evaluate the added mass coefficient of the oscillating cy-

linder. Rewritting Equation (71) to eliminate the inertia

force due to the total mass of the test section of the cy-

linder and the mass of water occupied by the test section:

c =
4[(AA)(BB) - (cc)(11

m sm)21,[(EE)(BB)-(cc)] -1;1-giu21,

(72)

where N is the total mass of the test section of the cylin-
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der and the mass of the water displaced by the test section.

The added mass coefficient of the cylinder in this study

is evaluated using Equation (71) and the trapezoidal rule.

The range of wake parameter, A/D, covered in this study is

from 20 to 5. The results for the free-stream condition,

e/D = 6 are plotted in Figure (23). The results of this

study are different from those of other investigators, (2,

13). Results from references (2) and (13) showed that the

added mass coefficients approach an upper limit and then

level off as the Reynolds number increases. The added mass

coefficient for this study does not exhibit that trend. The

data show that the added mass coefficient, Cm, remained

rather constant until the Reynolds number reached about 4X

105, the added mass coefficient then increased dramatiaclly

with the Reynolds number.

This difference in the results of the added mass co-

efficients may be from the sensitivity of the instruments.

The instruments were set to detect the total in-line force.

If the added mass force was only of a small percentage of

the total force, it could be mis-interpretted during the

evaluation process and may lead to the error in evaluating

the added mass coefficient.

For the free-stream condition, there is evidence that

the wake parameter has some effect on the added mass coeffic-

ient, Cm; as the value of the added mass coefficient in-

creases with a decreasing value of wake parameter. But as
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the plane boundary becomes closer to the cylinder, where e/D

is close to zero, the influence of the wake parameter is not

as clear.

Results also show that the presence of a near-by plane

boundary will also intensify the potential flow effect. The

effect becomes significant when the value of the proximity

ratio, e/D, is less than 1 (Fig.24). The added mass coeffic-

ient, Cm, increases with a decreasing value of proximity

ratio, e/D. The added mass coefficient also is a dependent

on the proximity of a near-by plane boundary and the wake

parameter.

Comparison between least-square method and

maximum value method

As shown in Chapter II, the least-square method can

give a value of drag and added mass or inertia coefficient

higher than that given by the maximum value method. The

experimental results also verified this point. Since this

study is concerned with the experimental data, and there is

no theoretical value to compare with; it is hard to conclude

which method of evaluation will give a more realistic result.

It is more conservative for the design purpose to use the

values of the force coefficients evaluated by the least-

square method.

The maximum value method only utilize

of the maximum horizontal velocity, the maximum horizontal
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Fig.24 Added mass coefficient for A/D = 20
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acceleration and the corresponding measurements for the in-

line forces of the cylinder. The least-square method takes

into account the instantaneous dynamic response of the cy-

linder and gives an weighted average value corresponding to

a complete cycle of motion of the cylinder (Fig.25,26). The

maximum value method is much simpler to use; it does not

require the aid of a computer. The least-square method is

more time consuming and the evaluation of the experimental

data seems impossible without the aid of a computer.

Transverse force and correlating parameter

The least-square method works well for the evaluation

of the drag coefficient and the added mass or inertia co-

efficient, but it need some modification on Equation

(32) before it can be applied to the transverse force record

to evaluate the lift coefficient of the cylinder. The lift

coefficient of the cylinder, CL, as given by Equation (12)

is a function of the square of the horizontal velocity of

the cylinder; but in the actual case, the transverse force

is more complex than as stated by the equation.

The transverse force acting on the cylinder depends on

the wake formation, vortex shedding and the proximity of a

plane boundary. It does not have a smooth curve like those

of the in-line force of the cylinder, (Fig.27). It has more

than one peak in one cycle of motion of the cylinder. Ex-
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Fig.27 Transverse force on the cylinder
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periments show that the frequency of the peaks depends on

the frequency of the vortex shedding. In most researches,

the lift coefficient, CI, is determined by using the posi-

tive maximum transverse force measurement and the negative

maximum transverse force measurement of the cylinder in one

complete cycle of motion. Thus, there are two values for

the lift coefficient; a positive value and a negative value

were obtained for each run. The least-square method, with

Equation (29), will give a value that is equal to an average

value of the positive and the negative values. For the

free-stream condition, the least-square method gives a value

close to zero. Thus, some modification is needed on Equ-

ation (29) for the evaluation of the lift coefficient.

Instead of using one complete cycle of motion and ob-

tain an average value for the whole cycle, the measurements

of the transverse force record can be divided into two por-

tions, the positive and the negative values, and then Equa-

tion (29) can be used to evaluate each portion correspond-

ingly to obtain a positive and a negative value of CI, for

the test. Another way to modify Equation (29) is to use

the absolute value of the transverse force measurement to

evaluate the lift coefficient. This method gives only one

value for each run instead of the conventional positive and

negative values.

The transverse force records in the magnetic tape

does not have a reference reading for the establishment of
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a zero reading for the transverse force. Thus, the lift

coefficient, CL, was evaluated by the conventional maximum

value method only. The results for the lift coefficient,

CL, from the maximum value method have been presented in

reference (16); herein, only a brief discussion is given.

The value of lift coefficient, CL, increases as the

wake parameter, A/D, decreases. For a given wake parameter,

A/D, the lift coefficient decreases gradually as the

Reynolds number is increased. The positive lift force in-

creases dramatically as the proximity ratio, e/D, decreases.

As the proximity ratio approaches zero, the transverse force

becomes predominantly positive or away from the plane bound-

ary.

For the free-stream condition, the positive transverse

force is about the same in magnitude as the negative trans-

verse force. In this case, the transverse force is due to

the vortex shedding. The lift frequency is equal to the

frequency of the vortex shedding. As the proximity ratio

approaches zero, the lift occurs at twice the frequency of

the cylinder motion. In this case, the transverse force is

due to the un.symmetric flow around the cylinder.
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VI CONCLUSIONS

Experimental Results

The experimental results clearly indicated that the in-

line and transverse hydrodynamic forces are dependent upon

the proximity of the plane boundary, e/D, the wake parameter

A/D, and the Reynolds number.

I) This thesis considers data from tests with 5-,A/D.,..20,

wherein the wake effect significantly altered the flow pat-

tern around the cylinder and the potential flow theory can

not be used to predict the hydrodynamic forces acting on the

cylinder.

2) The drag coefficient, Cd, decreases with an increasing

value of wake parameter, A/D.

3) The effect of the wake parameter, A/D, on the added

mass coefficient, Cm, is not as clear but there are indica-

tions showing that the wake parameter can affect the added

mass coefficient, Cm.

4) The presence of a near-by plane boundary will inten-

sify the wake and the potential flow effect and results in

an increase in the value of the drag, added mass or inertia,

and lift coefficients as the proximity ratio, e/D, appro-

aches zero.

5) For the free-stream condition, the transverse force is

due to the vortex shedding; but as the cylinder approsches
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the plane boundary, or as the value of e/D approaches zero,

the transverse force is due to the unsymmetric flow around

the cylinder and the lift has a frequency twice that of the

motion of the cylinder.

6) Within the range of Reynolds number tested, the drag

coefficient, Cd, decreases to a minimum at the Reynolds

number of 3X105 and increases gradually with an increasing

Reynolds number.

7) Within the range of Reynolds number tested, the added

mass coefficient, Cm, first increases gradually with the

Reynolds number and then rapidly as the Reynolds number

passes the value of 6X10 5
. This result is different from

the results of other investigators (2,13).

8) The value of the drag and added mass, or inertia co-

efficients evaluated by the least-square method is more con-

servative than those evaluated by the maximum value method

for these data.

9) The assumption of a constant force coefficient through

out a complete cycle of motion of the cylinder will not, at

least for the ideal condition, lead to serious error in the

evaluation of the drag and added mass coefficients.

Recommendations for further research

Further tests are necessary to determine the effect of

the Reynolds number on the added mass coefficients, Cm.

The pillow blocks at the ends of the cylinder provided a
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good support and path of motion for the cylinder, but a

system with lower friction would reduce the noise signal and

produce better experimental data. A reference reading at

the begining of every test run should be established before

the recording of the test data to help evaluating the ex-

perimental data. A modified procedure for the least-square

method should be used to evaluate the transverse force.

Further studies should be conducted to find out which method

of modification works better for the evaluation of the lift

coefficient, 0
I,'

Also, further studies should be conducted

to investigate the difference in results, for the added mass

coefficient, between this study and other investigators.
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Appendix A.-- scheduled run numbers for the

experiment

e/D = 6

pm
A/D\ ft

2sec
Aft Eft 8ft 10ft

12ft'sec sec sec sec sec 4ft
sec

20 173 174 175 176 177 178 179

15 167 168 169 170 171 172

10 162 163 164 165 166

\\\

/5 158 59159 160 161
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e/D = 0.5

Um

A/D
ft ft 61--t

sec

182

8ft 10ft 12ft ft
sec sec sec

183

sec
L

184

sec 14 sec

20 180 181 185 186

15 187 188 189 190 191 192

10 193 194 195 196 197
,7

5 198 199 200 201



\jA/D

20

e/D = 0.083

2ftsec

93

Aft
4sec

,ft
sec 8ftsec

ftlOsec 12ftsec
ft14sec

94 95

15 100 101 102

96

10 106

5 111

107 108

112 113

97 98 99

103 104 105

-J-

109 110

114
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run number

Appendix B.--computer data reference

Lit frequency e/D blks

data.093 0.02 0.0318 0.083 32

data.094 0.01 0.0637 0.083 32

data.095 0.01 0.0955 0.083 32

data.096 0.01 0.127 0.083 32

data.097 0.01 0.159 0.083 32

data.098 0.01 0.191 0.083 32

data.099 0.01 0.223 0.083 32

data.100 0.02 0.0424 0.083 32

data.101 0.01 0.0849 0.083 32

data.102 0.01 0.1273 0.083 32

data.103 0.01 0.170 0.083 32

data.104 0.01 0.212 0.083 32

data.105 0.01 0.255 0.083 32

data.106 0.01 0.0637 0.083 32

data.107 0.01 0.1273 0.083 32

data.108 0.01 0.191 0.083 32

data.109 0.01 0.255 0.083 32

data.110 0.01 0.318 0.083 32

data.111 0.01 0.1273 0.083 32

data.112 0.01 0.255 0.083 32

data.113 0.01 0.382 0.083 32

data.114 0.01 0.509 0.083 32

data.115 0.01 0.127 0.083 32

data.116 0.01 0.255 0.083 32

data.117 0.01 0.509 0.083 32

data.118 0.01 0.764 0.083 16

data.119 0.01 0.318 0.083 32

data,120 0.01 0.637 0.083 32

data.121 0.01 0.800 0.083 32
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data..158 0.01 0.1273 6 32

data.159 0.01 0.255 6 32

data.160 0.01 0.382 6 32

data.161 0.01 0.509 6 32

data..162 0.01 0.0637 6 32

data.163 0.01 0.1273 6 32

data.164 0.01 0.191 6 32

data..165 0.01 0.255 6 32

data..166 0,01 0.318 6 32

data..167 0.02 0.0424 6 32

data.168 0.01 0.0849 6 32

data.169 0.01 0.1273 6 32

data.170 0.01 0.170 6 32

data.171 0.01 0.212 6 32

data.172 0.01 0.255 6 32

data..173 0.02 0.0318 6 32

data.174 0.01 0.0637 6 32

data.175 0.01 0.0955 6 32

data.176 0.01 0.127 6 32

data..177 0.01 0.159 6 32

data.178 0.01 0.191 6 32

data..179 0.01 0.223 6 32

data...CAL MO Mb - -- 32

data.180 0.02 0.0318 0.5 32

data.181 0.01 0.0637 0.5 32

data..182 0.01 0.0955 0.5 32

data..183 0.01 0.127 0.5 32

data.184 0.01 0.159 0.5 32

data..185 0.01 0.191 0.5 32

data,186 0,01 0.223 0,5 32

data..187 0.02 0.0424 0.5 32

data..188 0.01 0.849 0.5 32

data.189 0.01 0.1273 0.5 32
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data.190 0.01 0.170 0.5 32

data.191 0.01 0.212 0.5 32

data.192 0.01 0.255 0.5 32

data.193 0.01 0.0637 0.5 32

data.194 0.01 0.1273 0.5 32

data.195 0.01 0.191 0.5 32

data.196 0.01 0.255 0.5 32

data.197 0.01 0.318 0.5 32

data.198 0.01 0.1273 0.5 32

data.199 0.01 0.255 0.5 32

data.200 0.01 0.382 0.5 32

data.201 0.01 0.509 0.5 32

data.202 0.01 0.127 0.5 32

data.203 0.01 0.255 0.5 32

data.204 0.01 0.509 0.5 32

data.205 0.01 0.764 0.5 32

data.206 0.01 0.318 0.5 32

data.207 0.01 0.637 0.5 32

data.208 0.01 0.80 0.5 32

data.CA2 =a el= OM OM OM --- 32
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Appendix C. Computer Program

PROGRAM OSCYL
THIE PEoGRArl OcES LEA.P,T-SOUHRE METHOD TO EYALUATE THE
DPAil] FN. ADDED MATE. COEFFIOJENT17-7-0R.THE iILLHTW IR OE

ON A CYLINDER
L)IMEN3.uN
ECHIVALENCE (INFU-fl1).JEUE(1))
INPUT DE51RED PUN NUMEEP
TYF len

100 -FORMAT(' INPUT
CALL ASSIGW:--1.0 '
[F-TNE FTL I

INPUT THE DE3IPED CHANNEL, 4=ACI:EL 1= HOF:I:ION-FAL FORCE

C :=VERTICAL FORCE

INPUT :3PEEDJ OF PECORDING
TYPE 11u

ii0 FUr'.MH1(. TIME
ACCEPT 121H TIM

110 FORMAT(F,3.7_,)
INPUT FREOUENCY OF THIS RUN
TYPE 1:0

1:0 FGRMAT(' FPEOUENCE
ACCEPT 140,FP0

140 FORMAT(F,=7. 5.)

NP73=2040
NELKS=NPTS.'27.E.
COMPUTER START PEADING DATA NUN
DO 150 I=1,NELK3
PEHD IELK) (INFUT(J,I)
7.ELV=IBLK+:

1511 CONTINUE
CHOOP.E PROCEDURE,O=FRINT 'JUT DATA NON

C. '.=[..o MOVING AVERAGE
TYPE 13..0
FORNAT(.' CAL IC
ACCEPT 170,N

CA PORAT(Ii
IF N. E0 .1')G0 TO 190
DO 130 II=1,NPTS
I=II

130 VELII=FLORT(JBUF(I))
IF (N EM. 0G0 TO 440
INPUT NUNEER CF POINT 70P MOVING AVPRAGE

190 TYPE 2110
CCIII FORMAT' L IS. ',T)

ACCEPT 21O ,L
210 FOFNA7

DO 1211 11=1 NETS

1:0 FDIIH,II:PLOATtJEUFI)',
NNL=f:F77+1AL
DD 2:0 II-1.NPTE
F- 1.1=0 u
DO 250 I=1.NML



DC 240 K=1, L
IF(K. E0. 1)11=1
F.I;=FI)-1-Ful_A!.1I)H-LuAT!,L)

2413 II=II+1
2n CONTINUE

0=NOT TO PRINT , 1=PRINT OUT DATA NOW
rpE 2.10

260 FORMAT(' PRINT RCCEL ?',$)
HUULrl 2713. U

270 FORMAT( 11)
2813 CON=0. Cl

DO 290 1=1 NETS
-290 O0N-FIV1710-1-1TNfl-5)+CON

TYPE 200. CON
CON = ,F10.

TYPE 210
7f0- FuFMA'N' FfVG 15

ACCEPT 220,AVO
7:0 P-07MATTr1072)

:0 2:0 I=1,NPTS

IF(N. EC!. 0::!Go TO :so

TYPE NPTSI-. 5)

:40 FCRAT(SF10 2)
270- eEG=0. 0

THE DATA HILL CE INTEGRATED TO GET VELOCITY
DO
1=11
VEL! I 1)=r-IM*,.. ci5-,E03-

BEG=VEL( I I )

:G-0- CONTINUE
AvG:=0.

Cu 70. II=1, VFTs
270 AVG-VEL ( I I ) /FLOAT (NFTS)+AVG

DO -2-00, II=l. (NPTE.+1)
2813 VEL(II)=VEL(II)-AVG

/NR=0.
VMIN=0. Cl

Du 290 II=1,01P72-15)
IF(VMIN. GT. VEL(II))VMIN=VEL(II)

290 MAX)VMAX=VELKII)
TYPE 41313.. '.'MA

400 FOEMR7(.' TOKT = ,F10 7)
TYPE 410,VMIN

4113 .LRAHIY MiN =
TYPE 420

420 FRIIRT-U PF-ItIT OUT
ACCEPT 4:0. M

-F0RMAT-Tz.)
IF E0.0)00 TO 440

E0. 2)00 To 190
440 TYPE 450, (VEL(II),II=1,NPTS,S)
450 FORMAT( 8F10. :)
410 IBLK=2

79
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C THIS IR., TO WORK ON THE HORIZONTAL FORCE TO FIND DRAG AND 9DDED

C MASS.. COEFFICIENTS.
CO 500 I=1: N'eu::f
READCS'IBLiC(INPUT(J,I)J=1,256) _

500 CONTINUE
DO 5iu IE=L UR TS

510 FOCH f I 1:1=0. 0

Cu 5ZU II=1,NNL
DO 520 K=1 L
IF( R. Ea 1)1=1,7
FOCH( I I =FOCH f: I I +FL OAT JEUF ( I )FLOAT (L:
1=11-C

520 CONTINUE
AG=0. 0
CO 540 11=1, NPTS

--54U AVG=FOCH( II V204. 04:-ATIG
DO 550 1=1 NPTS
I i =I

550 FOCH< ::)=240. 01,<FOCH II )-AVG)/432. 0

TIME 560
550 FORMAT(' PRINT OUT ? I)

ACCEPT- 57e, M
570 FORMAT( I!)

EO. 0 Gu TU 530
TYPE CCCI. (FOCH(I 1=1,

550 FORMAT 8f:10. -S)

590 RAN=1. FRO*T I M)

TYRE E00, RAN
500 FORMAT: RANGE Fig. 5)

TYPE 510
610 FORMAT(' RANGE '7' ',$)

ACCEPT 520.. LL
620 FORMAT':: 15..'

TYPE 1;2:0

G10 FORMAT(' START S ',$)
Auct.ET 540, MM

640 FORMAT'.. 14':'

H9=0 0
E.B=0. 0

UC=0 0
DD=0 0
t==0. j
DO 6,50 I I =KK, (1:::K+LL )

1=11
AA=F(II)*FOCH(I)9,TIN+AA
E:E=VEL ( II )**44,T r1+BE1
11:11:=(VELf -1 )41z1BS VEL ( I ) )+VEL.; 11+1 ),+:APS< VEL .11+1 11+1) )

0+C.0
DC)=::VEL < II )4,ABS (VEL II ) )*FOCH ( )+FOCH r: 1 +1 ):4,VEL 11+1)

( 1+1) I ref,"2. Ci+CD

550 EE=(F(II >+,2+F( 11+1)**2 )*T111/2. 0--EE
COD=12. 0*2. 0*(DE:*EE-CC*FiF-1)/(.1. 90+,1:1. EE:4,BE -0C »
TYPE 550.. CAL:'



EEO FORMAT(' COD =',F10. 5)
C01=12.0*4 0*(AA*BB-CC*DDV(.3.1416*1.984.]:1.04,(EE*EE-CC**2
TYPE 670, COI

670 FORMAT( ' COI = F10. 5)

C THIS IS TO WORK ON THE VERTICAL FORTE TO FIND LIFT

IELK=.17:

e-A,1=1_,NELk5
READ (:'IBLK)(INPUTr:J,I).,J=1,256
InF=TELK+z

680 CONTINUE
ou

630 F(II)=0.
Du 710 pr=1,fln
DO 700 K=1 ,L

EQ. 1>1=11
F(II)=FXII)+FLOAT(JEUF(I))/FLOAT(L)

,'Ou 1=1+1
710 CONTINUE

TYPE 1,211

720 FORMAT(' AVERAGE IS ',$)

ALLEPT 7.A,HVu
7:0 FORMAT(F10.

DO 740 I=1,NPT5
II=I

740 FOCA(I)=185. 0*(F(II)-AVG)/561. 0
TYPE 750
FLIFTMHT(.' PPTNT YERTICAL
ACCEPT 760, M

IFOI EQ. 0)00 TO 790
770, .:TI:CH;:717:, NPTS.. 57)

770 FORMAT(CF10.
7-90 TYD Elo0 1=17 TIFTS-
800 IFFOCWI). LT. 0)FOCH(I)=0.

Ft-=0

DO :310 I I=KK, (KY+LL)
r=-Tri

810 FF=(VEL(II)*VEL(II)*FOCH( I )+VELK II+1)*VEL(I
3+FF

COL=12. 0*2. e*FF/(1. 0*B2)

TYPE 2U.. CUL
220 FORMAT(' COL = ,F10. 5)

Da S.70-T=.1:-,'NPTL-7.

II=I
71JuH(I)=1:::770*FII)-HVu)/51:-..1. o

13.]:0 IF (FOCH( I GT, O. 0)FOCHK 1)=0,

DO 840 II=KK,(KK+LL)

840 FF=(vEL(II)**2*FOCH(I)+VELII+1)**2*FOCH(1+1))*TIM/2.0+FF
1:01_=12. 0-*E.P7)

TYPE P50 COL
hLI FORMAF(.' CUL FILl. j)

STOP
EN[
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Appendix D.--Results for least-square method

run if
frq.
(Hz)

vel.
(ft /sec)I

c
d

C'm
C =

C
I'l

-
m
1.1

173 0.0318 1.724 0.385 1.597 0.467

174 0.0637 3.824 0.261 1.563 0.473

175 0.0955 6.421 0.448 1.563 0.433

176 0.127 8.220 0.489 1.405 0.275

177 0.159 9.56 0.667 2.046 0.916

178 0.191 12.37 0.679 2.253 1.123

179 0.223 14.20 0.774 2.230 1.095

167 0.0424 1.980 0.328 1.620 0.490

168 0.0849 4.050 0.492 1.524 0.394

169 0.1273 5.875 0.496 1.702 0.572

170 0.170 8.230 0.603 1.921 0.79

171 0.212 10.54 0.681 2.152 1.022

172 0.255 12.18 0.777 2.297 1.16

162 0.0637 1.752 0.730 1.73 0.60

163 0.1273 4.042 0.535 1.634 0.510

164 .191 6.287 0.546 1.820 0.69

165 0.255 7.829 'p.661 2.040 0.91

166 0.318 9.872 .724 2.323 1.19
..".--4

158 0.1273 2,358 0.667 1.710 0.58

159 0.255 4.454 0.592 1.830 0.700

160 0.382 6,80 0.811 1.923 0.793

161 0.509 7.78 0.861 2.387 1.25
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run# frq.
(Hz)

vel.
(ft/sec)

C
d

Cm Cm.
C.-m T.13

180 0.0318 2.471 0.45 1.407 0.28

181 0.0637 4.646 0.320 1.510 0.38

182 0.0955 6.529 0.432 1.686 0.556

183 0.1270 8.325 0.706 2.350 1.22

184 0.1590 10.15 0.772 2.530 1.40

185 0.1910 12.46 0.88 2.62 1.49

186 0.223 14.24 0.917 2.83 1.70

187 0.0424 3.21 0.438 1.87 0.74

188 0.0849 4.14 0.52 1.588 0.458

189 0.1273 5.40 0.581 1.762 0.632

190 0.170 8.31 0.723 2.12 0.99

191 0.212 10.45 0.801 2.41 1.28

192 0.255 11.82 0.894 2.628 1.49

193 0.0637 2.13 0.450 1.715 0.585

194 0.1273 4.35 0.522 1.532 0.402

195 0.191 6.23 0.611 1.55 0.42

196 0.255 8.51 0.782 2.036 0.906

197 0.318 10.48 0.918 2.485 1.355

198 0.1273 2.510 0.590 1.535 0.405

199 0.255 4.42 0.644 1.850 0.72

^200 0.382 6.91 0.681 2.093 0.963

201 0.509 9.84 1.048 2.635 1.505



84

run #
frq.
(Hz)

vela
(ft/sec,

N C
d

C i tC=
--,,...
m

1.13
m

93 0.0318 2.013 0.494 3.50 2.37

94 0.0637 3.53 0.835 3.81 2.68

95 0.0955 6.507 1.250 4.63 3.50

96 0.127 8.585 1.228 4.64 3.51

97 0.159 9.91 1.221 4.368 3.23

98 0.191 12.43 1.215 4.122 2.99

99 0.223 14.49 1.337 3.711 2.58

100 0.0424 1.886 0.840 2.670 1.54

101 0.0849 4.15 1.147 3.183 2.05

102 0.1273 6.589 1.278 3.84 2.71

103 0:170 8.281 1.163 3.89 2.76

104 0.212 10.416 1.236 3.971 2.84

105 0.255 12.26 1.284 3.865 2.73

106 0.0637 1.750 0.955 3.482 2.35

107 0.1273 4.042 0.989 3.375 2.24

108 0.191 6.197 1.169 3.719 2.59

109 0.255 9.00 1.023 3.400 2.27

110 0.318 11.03 1.176 3.624 2.49

111 0.1273 2.43 1.33 3.141 2.01

112 0.255 4.793 1.036 3.004 1.87

113 0.382 7.532 1.227 3.184 2.05

114 0.509 9.98 1.606 3.726 2.59
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Fig.28 Drag coefficient for e/D = 6
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Fig.29 Drag coefficient for e/D = 0.5
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Fig.30 Drag coefficients for e/D = 0.083
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Fig.31 Added mass coefficient for e/D = 6
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Fig.32 added mass coefficient for e/D = 0.5
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